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Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1491: Grudge Is Sowed Big Time 

The types of spirit medicines for the Second Transformation Profound Gold Pill were seldom-seen, but 

the Fiend Medicine Hall’s strength was really not for show. 

Meng Qi told Ye Yuan that within half a month, he would help him gather all of the spirit medicines. 

Meng Qi’s thoughts, Ye Yuan naturally took it into his sights. He also promised Meng Qi that half a 

month later, he would come again and preach the Dao to them. 

Done with these, Ye Yuan went out of the door alone. 

Although Li Ji was reluctant to stay behind, she was helpless to do anything too. 

Ye Yuan going to the Hundred Knows Hall to inquire about information, she had nowhere to go and 

could only stay in the Fiend Medicine Hall. 

Li Ji was no longer a little girl in Meng Qi’s eyes now. 

What did she say? That Source Night was her man? 

This relationship, how could he not make good use of it? 

What was the most powerful? 

Not a man’s fist, but a woman’s pillow talk! 

As for the matter of that batch of medicinal pills, it was even more of a cinch. 

Meng Qi made the decision and directly half-sold half-gifted them to the Fan Family, absolutely being a 

friendship price. 

Happiness came too suddenly, Fan Yu was somewhat at a loss on what to do. 

The Fiend Medicine Hall’s medicinal pills were in very short supply. Even the City Lord Manor had to pay 

a huge price to get it too. 

Another batch of medicinal pills to a family’s strength was rather significant. 

To Ye Yuan, Fan Yu was grateful from the bottom of his heart. He wished to send Li Ji onto Ye Yuan’s bed 

right away. 

Coming out of the Fiend Medicine Hall, Ye Yuan’s alarm bells went off! 

Whoosh, whoosh, whoosh ... 

The sounds of tearing through the air came over. Several streaks of cold light flew over towards Ye Yuan 

at a terrifying speed. 

It was concealed weapons! 

“Explode for me!” 
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Huo En formed a seal. Those flying knives directly exploded in the air, turning into countless fragments, 

virtually sealing off all of Ye Yuan’s escape routes! 

Being struck by these shards, Ye Yuan’s body would probably turn into a sieve! 

A hint of a cruel smile flashed across the corners of Huo En’s mouth. He knew that this mission was 

already completed. 

His half-step Fiend Commander strength, scheming against the unwary, Ye Yuan absolutely could not 

possibly escape this assassination! 

All of this was just something that happened in the time it took for sparks to fly off a piece of flint. 

No matter how strong Ye Yuan was, it was also not possible to react. 

Huo En did not go and look at Ye Yuan. He was already ready to get up and leave. 

But right at this time, Ye Yuan’s body suddenly disappeared from where he was! 

“Phantom Kill!” 

Huo En’s expression changed drastically. A sense of danger instantly welled up in his heart. 

Ye Yuan’s figure actually turned into a blurry shadow and rushed over towards him! 

Too fast! 

With his strength, he could only barely manage to capture Ye Yuan’s traces too. 

“Bloodfeather Sword Art!” 

Huo En shouted fiercely, his sword art stabbing over towards that vague shadow like lightning. 

Clank! Clank! Clank! 

In an instant, the two people exchanged blows no idea how many times. 

The powerful undulations shocked the surroundings into a pile of ruins. 

After several breaths, Ye Yuan appeared a thousand feet away, his complexion pale and breathing 

unstable. Clearly, it was a sign of overly exhausting his divine essence. 

However, Huo End was not much better either. He gasped heavily for air. That bout of exchange just 

now rapidly consumed his fiend essence in an instant. 

From when he took action to sneak attack Ye Yuan until now, only around ten breaths of time had 

passed. 

Everything happened too quickly! 

Huo En did not expect that Ye Yuan’s strength was actually powerful to such a degree. 

If not for him being an assassin, his reactions extremely quick, Ye Yuan’s sneak attack earlier would have 

been able to counter-kill him! 



This kid was too dangerous! 

At this moment, Huo En finally knew how scalding these 30 million low-grade fiend essence stones were. 

Take his life while he was ill! 

Huo En was a competent assassin. He already perceived that that move just now was extremely taxing 

on Ye Yuan. Now, he already did not have much strength to retaliate. 

Ye Yuan’s speed was fast, Huo En’s speed was likewise not slow. 

As an assassin, speed was a mandatory requirement. 

“Bloodfeather Sword Art!” 

Blood-light suffused all over Huo En’s body, his figure rushing towards Ye Yuan once more like lightning. 

However, he already had no more chances. 

“Stop!” 

Swoosh! Swoosh! Swoosh! 

Five figures made a move at the same time, blocking Huo En’s path. 

This place was right outside the Fiend Medicine Hall’s front door. Such a large commotion, how could it 

not startle them? 

Huo En’s expression changed and he said in a solemn voice, “I’m a member of the Assassination Hall, 

somebody offered a reward for this kid’s life!” 

Although the five elders were Fiend Apothecaries, their combat strengths were similarly not weak. 

Fighting five-versus-one, they naturally would not fall into a disadvantage. 

The reason why Huo En dared to take action here was that this place was their own territory. 

Even if he killed people, nobody dared to say anything either. 

Although the Blood Yama Hall’s various branch halls were under different commands, they were one 

family after all. 

Huo En never expected that it was precisely his own people who blocked his fatal blow. 

He had kept guard outside the whole time and completely did not know the events that happened 

inside the Fiend Medicine Hall. He even thought that by reporting his background, the five elders would 

make way. 

Meng Qi snorted coldly and said, “This old man hasn’t reached the point where my eyes can’t see 

clearly! How can I not know that you’re a member of the Assassination Hall? Humph! You actually dared 

to make a move against our Fiend Medicine Hall’s esteemed guest, this score, we’ll find the 

Assassination Hall to settle it later!” 

Huo En was stunned, doubting whether he heard wrongly or not. 



Why did the Fiend Medicine Hall’s five elders help an outsider? 

For the sake of a boy who had nothing to do with them, they were actually going to go to war with the 

Assassination Hall? 

Esteemed guest? 

A kid whose hair was not fully grown, how did he become the Fiend Medicine Hall’s esteemed guest? 

“Meng Qi, what’s the meaning of this? For the sake of an outsider, you’re actually going to make things 

difficult for my Assassination Hall?” Huo En said in a solemn voice. 

Meng Qi was greatly enraged as he said, “Master Source Night is our Fiend Medicine Hall’s most noble 

guest! I’m warning you, if you dare to touch a hair of his, we aren’t finished!” 

Seeing Meng Qi fly off the handle like so, Huo En finally realized that he was not joking. 

Master Source Night? 

This kid, could it be that he was even an alchemy expert? 

You have got to be kidding! 

Meng Qi was, at any rate, a leading authority-class figure among Two-star fiend apothecaries too, to 

actually call a kid who was still wet behind his ears master? 

Huo En felt that maybe the five elders have gone crazy? 

He gave a cold snort and said, “Humph! Meng Qi, don’t you forget, you’re not the Fiend Medicine Hall’s 

hall master! This matter, somebody will naturally come and find you!” 

Meng Qi was hot-tempered too and immediately said furiously, “Heh heh, good! Very good! Your 

Assassination Hall is very tough now huh? Today’s word, this old man has remembered it! Get lost!” 

Huo En gave a cold snort, and then his figure moved swiftly, vanishing from everyone’s line of sight. 

Meng Qi turned to Ye Yuan, cupped his fists, and said with an apologetic look, “The Assassination Hall’s 

people are becoming more and more insolent! Meng Qi failed in his hospitality and let Master Source 

Night fall into a dangerous situation. Meng g Qi’s truly ashamed.” 

At this time, Meng Qi was actually incredibly shocked in his heart. 

One had to know, that assassin was half-step Fiend Commander realm. Ye Yuan, a middle-level Fiend 

General, could actually retreat unscathed, it was truly surprising. 

At this moment, he was incomparably certain, there was definitely a powerful existence behind Ye Yuan. 

This young man was not simple! He must not be offended! 

Ye Yuan shook his head and said, “Nothing to do with you guys. Somebody else wants my life. Heh, with 

this, the grudge is sowed big time!” 

Use one’s butt to think and one would also know, this incident was definitely Ka Xin causing trouble 

behind the scenes. 



Failing to kill him at the gathering, this time, he actually hired an assassin to deal with him. 

Did he really think that Ye Yuan was easy to knead? 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1492: Blood Essence Contrac 

In order to prevent accidents, Meng Qi personally brought Ye Yuan to the Hundred Knows Hall. 

With him coming forward, everything was naturally a cinch. 

Under a manager of the Hundred Knows Hall’s lead, Ye Yuan went straight up to the third level. This was 

the place to receive VIPs. 

“Sir wait for a moment here, someone will come and receive you right away,” said the manager and 

then left. 

This was a very elegant room. A delicate fragrance hit one’s nostrils, giving people a feeling of 

intoxication. 

The tea was already brewed. Ye Yuan gently took a sip and praised, “Good tea! The morning dew of 

purple Qi coming from the East, tea shoots irrigated with spirit rain. Hard to come by, hard to come by! 

What’s even harder to come by is the pair of skillful hands of the person who brewed the tea.” 

Space distorted. A beautiful figure slowly walked out of the void. 

This woman’s clothing was half-revealed, her skin fairer than snow, arch eyebrows and cherry lips; not 

at all inferior compared to Li Ji. 

But compared to Li Ji’s reservedness, this girl was zealous like fire, as if going to burn someone. Every 

twinkle and smile seemed to carry a flirtatious intention. 

“Sir Source Night is indeed extraordinary, to actually see through the profundities in this room with a 

glance.” 

The woman slowly sat down not far away from Ye Yuan’s side and said with all smiles, “Sir Source 

Night’s erroneous praise, Yi Han isn’t worthy of it.” 

The charming arts of this woman called Yi Han already reached the acme of perfection. Every careless 

action could give men immense temptation. 

With Ye Yuan’s concentration, he actually had a momentary lapse in mind too. 

Clearly just drank a mouthful of tea, he actually felt parched. 

However, it was also just that instant. 

The firmness of Ye Yuan’s Dao heart was rare in the world. 

Wanting to use bewitching arts to confuse him was virtually without any possibility. 

“Source Night came here to inquire about information and not play with girls. Miss Yi Han, please call 

the main person out,” Ye Yuan said coolly. 
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When Yi Han saw that Ye Yuan’s focus was so great, she could not help being secretly startled inwardly. 

This Capone Capital City, the men able to withstand her bewitching arts were rare! 

Yi Han covered her mouth and smiled as she said, “Sir Source Night is so oblivious to other people’s 

feelings. Could it be that in sir’s eyes, Yi Han can’t compare to Li Ji?” 

Ye Yuan’s expression turned cold and he said, “Keep pestering unreasonably and don’t blame me for not 

being courteous!” 

But Yi Han said without a care, “Okay, this lowly one wants to see how Sir becomes impolite?” 

As she said, Yi Han’s pair of clever hands actually groped toward Ye Yuan. 

Ye Yuan gave a cold snort, fingers tapping over towards Yi Han’s shoulder like lightning. 

Who knew that this Yi Han’s shoulder actually slipped away bizarrely, narrowly avoiding this tap. 

Ye Yuan’s heart sank and realized right away that this Yi Han concealed her strength. 

His move failing, Ye Yuan hurriedly retreated, pulling apart a distance from Yi Han, maintaining vigilance. 

“Goodness, Sir Source Night doesn’t know how to be tender toward girls at all! Attacking so strongly, is 

this wanting to take this lowly one’s life?” Yi Han giggled and said. 

Ye Yuan said in a solemn voice, “Who the hell are you? Why are you teasing me?” 

Yi Han smiled and said, “How did this lowly one tease Sir? It was clearly Sir who wanted to ruthlessly 

crush a flower. However, Yi Han is very curious just who Sir is? Putting aside your strength far surpassing 

those in the same-rank, your alchemy skills are even so powerful, the Devil Dragon Flame Crystal Pill at 

your fingertips with ease. Even the Fiend Medicine Hall’s five elders had to show you a pupil’s manners. 

With my Blood Yama Hall’s eyes and hands, we actually completely could not investigate Sir’s 

background.” 

Ye Yuan’s heart sank, secretly thinking that this Hundred Knows Hall had such access to information. 

It seemed like what he had done in Capone Capital City was already completely known by the Hundred 

Knows Hall. 

At this time, Ye Yuan naturally would not treat Yi Han as an ordinary girl anymore. Her strength was 

likely far above his. 

Even Dustless could not fathom Yi Han’s depths either. 

Although Dustless’s strength did not recover to its peak state, under Divine Lord Realm, most could not 

escape his divine sense investigation. 

But this Yi Han was clearly an exception. 

Ye Yuan’s eyes narrowed slightly and he said in a deep voice, “This young master had lived with my 

master in a remote land since young. It’s also normal for you to not have heard before. So what’s 

strange about that?” 



Ye Yuan naturally would not make this kind of low-level mistake. He had long fabricated his origins. 

Yi Han smiled and said, “So that’s how it is. Sir doesn’t need to panic. Let’s sit down and talk?” 

Ye Yuan nodded slightly and got seated again, and he said coolly, “If you want to ask about my master, 

you can save your breath.” 

A hint of surprise flashed across Yi Han’s eyes, thinking to himself that this chap was so formidable. 

She was just about to open her mouth and ask, and he already used words to block her. 

If Ye Yuan’s master was really a reclusive expert, then he was definitely unwilling to reveal his name. 

This point was naturally justifiable. 

Yi Han smiled faintly and said, “Alright, then Sir Source Night came to Capone Capital City just for the 

sake of investigation?” 

Ye Yuan nodded and said, “Precisely so! Miss Yi Han, wonder if Source Night can ask questions now?” 

Yi Han said, “Does Sir know our Hundred Knows Hall’s rules?” 

Ye Yuan was stunned and shook his head as he said, “Don’t know.” 

Yi Han giggled and said, “Sir is really interesting, to dare come and inquire about information without 

even knowing the Hundred Knows Hall’s rules.” 

Ye Yuan had long heard that the Hundred Knows Hall’s information was not easy to inquire, but he did 

not know the specifics. 

Looking at it now, seemed like he thought too simply about it. 

“Pray tell!” Ye Yuan said coolly. 

Yi Han said, “Our Hundred Knows Hall’s intel is divided into first-grade to ninth-grade. The first three 

grades’ intel, as long as one pays sufficient fiend essence stones, they can obtain it. But fourth-grade to 

ninth-grade intel, apart from having to pay exorbitant fiend essence stones, one even has to agree to do 

some things for the Hundred Knows Hall for free.” 

Ye Yuan said in surprise, “That means, I owe you all a favor?” 

Yi Han said, “It’s pretty much this meaning.” 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “If I don’t do it?” 

Yi Han smiled and said, “You need to leave behind a blood essence contract before we’ll give you the 

information. If you renege and not do the favor, we can make you wish that you were dead through the 

blood essence contract.” 

Ye Yuan’s heart turned cold. This Blood Yama Hall was very mysterious. It seemed like their background 

was huge. 

Ye Yuan said, “If you all make me go and die, could it be that I have to act in accordance too?” 



Yi Han smiled and said, “Our Blood Yama Hall has always been equally honest with the elderly and the 

young. It’s just that some things, it’s not convenient for us to act in our own capacity, so we need a 

promise. Some people, we never went to find him even till death. On the blood essence contract, there 

are naturally also some taboo rules stated one by one; for example, we won’t make you go and die. Of 

course, if you die in the process of carrying out the contract, it’s not within the scope. Once the contract 

activates, if you didn’t complete it, you’ll naturally suffer the contract’s backlash.” 

Ye Yuan was incredibly shocked in his heart. This was equivalent to saying that as long as someone 

inquired about fourth-grade and above information, they would all owe the Blood Yama Hall a favor. 

With the accumulation year after year, the Blood Yama Hall’s favors outside would be very terrifying. 

Among these people, it was hard to guarantee that some powerful existences would not appear. 

As long as the Blood Yama Hall continued on retaining this blood essence contract, it was equivalent to 

this contract continuously appreciating in value! 

No wonder even the City Lord Manor did not dare to provoke the Blood Yama Hall too. Just this blood 

essence contract, how could the average person afford to offend? 

Ye Yuan nodded his head and said, “Alright, but I have to take a look at the contract’s contents first.” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1493: Special-Grade Retainer 

After the contract entered his hands, a powerful law undulation came from it, making Ye Yuan secretly 

alarmed. 

No idea whose hands this contract originated from, but that person’s strength was definitely very 

powerful. 

Ye Yuan’s divine sense entered inside. The contents of the contract revealed itself. 

He carefully analyzed the contents of the contract. After verifying that there was no problem, only then 

did he slowly say, “No problem. Now, can I ask for the information that I want to know?” 

Yi Han smiled and said, “Of course you can! You can just directly ask the contract, the contract will 

automatically determine the grade of your question. Drip your blood essence on the contract and the 

information that you want to know will appear on it.” 

Ye Yuan drew a deep breath and asked the contract, “A million years ago, Capone Capital City had a 

fiend commander called Kanuo. I want to know who sent him to carry out the last mission, as well as all 

of the information for that person!” 

After asking this, the contract had a reaction very quickly. A large word gradually appeared on it: Eight. 

A hint of surprise flashed across Ye Yuan’s face. He did not expect that this information’s grade was 

actually so high! 

But seeing that ‘eight’ word on the contract, Yi Han was all smiles and said, “Hehe, didn’t expect that Sir 

Source Night’s information is actually so valuable. Looks like … this favor isn’t small.” 
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From fourth-grade to ninth-grade, the contents of the contract were naturally different. 

Fourth-grade was still relatively easy to return. Ninth-grade … it would probably be a favor to drive one 

to their death. 

If someone checked for information not matching their own strength, that price might be death. 

Yi Han looked at Ye Yuan rather interestedly, wanting to see how he choose. 

However, she was a little disappointed. 

She completely could not see through Ye Yuan’s inner-heart activity, as if what Ye Yuan held in his hand 

was a piece of blank paper. 

Suddenly, a cold light flashed. The tip of Ye Yuan’s finger had a gash cut open. A drop of golden blood 

slowly fell, dripping onto the contract. 

The golden blood instantly disappeared. Very soon, densely packed words appeared on the contract. 

Ye Yuan rapidly browsed it over, but the expression on his face became ugly. 

Sure enough, the one who sent Kanuo to the Immortal Grove World was precisely that generation’s city 

lord, called Ka Suo. 

It was just that not only did this Ka Suo not die, he already broke through from the second-layered 

heaven Fiend Lord back then to the current Fiend King first-layered heaven, which was also the human 

race’s Celestial Deity first-layered heaven! 

After one’s Martial Dao broke through to Divine Lord Realm, it was entering a whole new realm. Each 

step would become even more difficult. 

Each major realm was divided into nine heavens. 

Each breakthrough of a minor realm was exceedingly difficult, easily starting with 100 thousand years. 

Presently, a million years had passed. That Ka Suo’s strength steadily increased and actually already 

reached the Fiend King Realm! 

Looks like wanting to find this Ka Suo to settle scores, I have to give the matter further thought and 

consideration. Ye Yuan secretly sighed in his heart. 

This Ka Sou had already left Capone Capital City long ago. Right now, he was at Eminent Orchid Imperial 

City, wielding immense authority. 

Apart from these, there were still many intel related to Ka Suo. This information was indeed very 

valuable, worthy of being an eighth-grade contract. 

However, Ye Yuan was also secretly shocked and had an even clearer understanding of this Blood Yama 

Hall’s strength. 

Even a Fiend King powerhouse’s information could be recorded so comprehensively, this was clearly not 

what an ordinary power could do. 



After Ye Yuan silently noted down Ka Suo’s information, the words on the contract gradually 

disappeared. 

And Ye Yuan distinctly sensed that there was a kind of mysterious connection established between him 

and the contract. 

“Looks like Sir Source Night is very disappointed!” Yi Han said with a smile. 

Ye Yuan returned the contract to Yi Han and said indifferently, “Indeed a little disappointed. But, it’s 

nothing as well.” 

He indeed did not care. There would come a day where he would step into Celestial Deity Realm and 

seek justice for the Immortal Grove World. 

“Huhu, Sir Source Night doesn’t care, but Yi Han cares a lot! I have a feeling that Sir Source Night’s favor 

is much more valuable than this information! As for fiend essence stones, just take it as Yi Han becoming 

friends with Sir, forget about it,” Yi Han said with a broad smile. 

Ye Yuan glanced at her and said coolly, “Becoming friends with Miss Yi Han, one has to become more 

vigilant.” 

Yi Han giggled and said, “Is Sir praising Yi Han here?” 

Ye Yuan said, “You can understand it like that.” 

Yi Han’s strength was unfathomable. This Blood Yama Hall was even more mysterious and hard to 

fathom. Becoming friends with them, one would probably not even know when they were sold. 

… 

Returning to the Fan Family, Fan Yu was naturally inexplicably grateful toward Ye Yuan. 

The Fan Family heard that a very powerful Fiend Apothecary appeared in the family and burst into an 

uproar all at once. 

The Fan Family immediately convened an elders meeting and raised Ye Yuan to a special-grade retainer. 

The treatment that Ye Yuan enjoyed in the Fan Family could virtually rival Fiend Commander Realm 

elders already. 

Those people who said that Ye Yuan relied on a woman to get his position immediately shut up, all 

extremely flustered. 

Offending a Fiend Apothecary retainer was not some wise thing. 

Medicinal pills, who did not need it? 

The Fan Family could not be blamed for going through so much trouble. It was true that fiend 

apothecaries were too in demand in the fiend race. 

With the status of Fiend Apothecaries, they did not stoop to go to some large family to be retainers at 

all. 



Otherwise, the Fan Family also would not be so cautious because of a batch of medicinal pills. 

The news of a Fiend Apothecary emerging in the Fan Family immediately spread throughout the entire 

capital city like the wind. 

The other three families, including the City Lord Manor, were all envious about this to the extreme. 

Of course, if there were people envious, there were people unhappy. 

When Ka Xin heard this news, his entire person went blank. 

“Damn it! How can that brat possibly be a Two-star Fiend Apothecary? The important person that Meng 

Qi saw that day was actually him! This … How is this possible?” 

Ka Xin was full of indignation and puzzlement. He seriously could not figure out how a young man with 

such powerful martial arts strength could possibly become a Fiend Apothecary that even Meng Qi 

bowed his head in submission to! 

Lian Hua’s face was also full of shock. She did not expect that Ye Yuan was a Fiend Apothecary. 

Furthermore, even the Fiend Medicine Hall’s five elders were actually docile and obedient towards him 

to this extent. 

Originally, she was just harboring the thought of teasing a little, that was why she would be like that 

toward Ye Yuan. 

Now, she was really envious of Li Ji to death. 

If she had long known it was like this, she should have thought of everything possible to snatch Source 

Night! 

But now, it was too late to say anything. Source Night and Ka Xin were already like fire and water. It was 

completely impossible to bury the hatchet anymore. 

She let out a sigh and said, “This matter is already beyond all doubt! The Assassination Hall took our 

bounty to assassinate Source Night, but it was stopped by the Fiend Medicine Hall’s five elders. It was 

said that for this, the Fiend Medicine Hall already went to war with the Assassination Hall, cutting off all 

of their medicinal pills supply. I reckon that within a few days, the Assassination Hall will have to yield. 

Meng Qi clearly doesn’t have this authority. For the Fiend Medicine Hall to do so, they definitely 

obtained the hall master’s approval! Waging war with their own family for an outsider, this matter of 

thing, even thinking about it feels inconceivable.” 

Ka Xin’s expression was green and already did not know what he should say. 

He discovered to his dismay that he seemed to have really kicked a metal plate this time! 

Lian Hua paused for a bit and continued, “To be able to make the Fiend Medicine Hall’s hall master do 

this, that Source Night’s alchemy skills must be extremely remarkable! The Fan Family picked up a 

treasure this time!” 

Unrivaled Medicine God 
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Inside a hidden private estate in the capital city, Huo En was currently kneeling in front of a man in 

black, fearful and in awe. 

“Huo En, do you know your mistake?” The man in black said coolly. 

“Your Excellency, I … know my mistake!” Huo En hesitated for a bit, but finally still admitted his fault. 

The man in black slowly turned around and said coldly, “In the Assassination Hall, you aren’t wrong. But 

in the entire Blood Yama Hall, you’ve made a grave error. Now, the Fiend Medicine Hall and Hundred 

Knows Hall are applying pressure on me at the same time. The pressure on me, this hall master, is also 

huge!” 

Huo En was a capable general under his command. When the Fiend Medicine Hall came over, he still 

supported Huo En a bit. 

But, he never thought that later on, the Hundred Knows Hall actually came over to put pressure too. 

This doubled the pressure on him, a hall master. 

The Assassination Hall primarily did some things that could not see the light and could not appear on the 

stage. 

The prestige of the Blood Yama Hall was mainly established by the Fiend Medicine Hall and Hundred 

Knows Hall, these two halls. 

The function of the Assassination Hall was to kill. 

Huo En was depressed in his heart! 

His position in the Assassination Hall was around the same as Meng Qi’s in the Fiend Medicine Hall. 

Hence, he did not take Meng Qi’s warning to heart as well. He even left a few harsh words. 

He did not expect that now, his face was slapped resoundingly. 

Huo En was flustered inwardly and said, “Your Excellency, what … what should this subordinate do?” 

The man in black swept a glance over him indifferently and said, “An assassin failing an assassination, 

the outcome … you know it.” 

Huo En’s entire body trembled, his gaze revealing a look of despair. 

He originally thought that it was a big business for him. He did not expect that his life actually had to be 

capitulated on this mission! 

“Do it yourself then!” The words of the man in black carried some melancholy. 

Honestly speaking, he did not think that Huo En did anything wrong. What was wrong was that this was 

a world where the strong prey on the weak! 

For that young man called Source Night to be able to make two great halls value so highly, it indicated 

that he was a figure who carried a lot of weight. 

Then one could only say that Huo En was unlucky. 



Who asked him to provoke someone he should not provoke? 

“ARGHHH … !” 

Huo En’s gaze revealed a fierce look, his body suddenly burst apart. 

Clank! 

A black token dropped onto the ground. 

The man in black extended a hand and beckoned. The token landed in his hand. 

… 

After Ye Yuan returned from the Hundred Knows Hall, he went to the Fiend Medicine Hall again to give 

Meng Qi they all a lesson. 

Meng Qi and the rest naturally benefited greatly. 

But this time, there was an additional person listening to him preach Dao, the Fiend Medicine Hall’s hall 

master! 

He was a Three-star Fiend Apothecary, his status in Capone Capital City extremely revered. 

Even ordinary Fiend Commander powerhouses found it hard to meet him. 

A single one of the medicinal pills that he refined was hard to seek after. 

But this time, he was like a student, sitting together with Meng Qi and the rest respectfully, listening to 

Ye Yuan preach on Dao. 

On the first day, he relied on his status and hid next door to listen. 

But on the second day, he sat together with Meng Qi and the rest very conscientiously. 

The contents that Ye Yuan preached on were not some profound maxim of Great Dao. It was just some 

alchemy basic skills. 

But to them, it was akin to obtaining a priceless treasure. 

Ye Yuan discovered that their cultivation system was too messy. These Fiend Apothecaries’ basic skills 

were too poor, resulting in affecting the pill refinement’s result in the end. 

As the saying went: details determined success or failure, and alchemy skill was an extremely meticulous 

art in the first place and did not tolerate any sloppiness. 

Ye Yuan targeted the Fiend Apothecaries’ characteristics and summarized some cultivation methods, 

imparting it to them. 

One should not look down on these simple basic skills. Actually, Meng Qi their standards were not lousy. 

They just had to practice some basic stuff properly and the effects would be immediate. 

Compared to elucidating on some profound things, these little tips were more effective instead. 



After the last sermon, the five elders including the hall master cultivated the spirit calming and mind 

focusing spells that Ye Yuan imparted, and they discovered that the medicinal pills’ quality improved 

significantly all of a sudden. 

This result made them wildly ecstatic. 

Therefore, each and every one of them revered Ye Yuan akin to a god. 

This time, Ye Yuan talked for five days and five nights in a row, making everyone wholly enraptured. 

Following that, the spirit medicines that Ye Yuan wanted also arrived, and he returned straight to the 

Fan Family, planning on going into a retreat. 

The closed-seclusion this time, apart from refining the Second Transformation Profound Gold Pill, he 

even purchased a large batch of spirit medicines from the Fiend Medicine Hall. 

He wanted to refine a batch of divine essence advancing medicinal pills and assault late-stage Heaven 

Glimpse! 

Ye Yuan killed Xiu Lie before entering the fiend race and obtained all of the wealth on his body. 

A half-step Fiend Lord powerhouse’s wealth, that was rather terrifying. 

Ye Yuan using it to purchase spirit medicines, cultivating to the Origin Deity Realm was also plenty to 

spare. 

As long as there were sufficient medicinal pills supporting him, Ye Yuan’s cultivation would be very fast. 

But before closed-seclusion, Ye Yuan welcomed a guest, the Assassination Hall’s hall master, You 

Ming[1]! 

Even the Fan Family’s family head did not recognize You Ming. 

It was You Ming himself making his identity known before the Fan Family’s family head knew who he 

was. 

His arrival made the Fan Family’s family head panic. 

For so many years, the Assassination Hall’s hall master was an existence who daunted people. 

Even if they were the four great families’ family heads, they were also extremely afraid of him. 

Even though their realm was more or less the same, You Ming this person had always been hidden in 

the night, no idea when he would reap people’s lives. 

In history, the Assassination Hall had once destroyed a major family. And that major family’s strength 

was not weaker than the Fan Family. 

The Assassination Hall’s strength was too terrifying! 

If say that the major families were in awe of the City Lord, then toward the Assassination Hall, it was 

fear. 

Because your life would be gone without knowing when. 



But when Ye Yuan saw You Ming, he did not have much of a feeling. 

People all had weaknesses, and You Ming’s weakness was clearly being grasped by the Fiend Medicine 

Hall. 

Him coming to find him openly indicated that the Assassination Hall gave in. 

“This is Huo En’s Blood Yama Token. He has already committed suicide to offer an apology. There’s his 

divine soul imprint on it. You can check it,” You Ming threw over the black token and directly said this. 

Ye Yuan received the Blood Yama Token but did not check. He just casually threw it to one side and said 

coolly, “This is your affair, nothing to do with me.” 

You Ming could not help suffocating when he saw the situation, immediately discovering that Ye Yuan 

was not easy to deal with. 

Before coming to meet Ye Yuan, he had already seen the Fiend Medicine Hall’s hall master. 

But the two people’s behavior was very different. 

He felt that this young man in front of him was even harder to deal with that the wild old fox Fiend 

Medicine Hall’s hall master, 

You Ming sucked in a deep breath and said, “This matter was my Assassination Hall’s fault, I apologize to 

you on behalf of the Assassination Hall. Sir Source Night, please raise your hand high in mercy.” 

Ye Yuan gave him a glance and said coolly, “I said, this is your affair, nothing to do with me! The 

Assassination Hall accepting a bounty and killing people, this is something perfectly justified.” 

You Ming nearly spewed out a mouthful of old blood. This punk was too cunning. 

These words were said until he did not have any room to refute at all. 

Yeah, the Assassination Hall was not wrong. What was wrong was that they provoked someone that 

should not have provoked! 

But, with Ye Yuan not relenting, the Fiend Medicine Hall and Hundred Knows Hall both would not drop 

the matter. 

What can I do? 

I’m very powerless too! 

You Ming wished to dig Huo En out from underground right now and kill him again. 

[1] You Ming = Nether from Netherworld. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1495: 1495 Issuing Letter of Chapter 

1495 Issuing Letter of Challenge 

You Ming looked at Ye Yuan helplessly and was really at a loss whether to cry or laugh. 
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In Capone Capital City, who did not wet their pants when they saw him? 

Yet, today, he was cornered tightly by a brat still wet behind his ears. He did not even have the 

qualifications to lose his temper. 

If it were other people, he would use powerful strength to oppress his opponent and could use various 

means to go and threaten his opponent. 

But against Ye Yuan, these were all useless! 

Threaten? 

It would only make matters develop in an even worse direction! 

You Ming let out a sigh and said, “Whatever conditions, Sir Source Night feel free to state them. As long 

as my Assassination Hall can do it, we definitely won’t refuse.” 

Ye Yuan’s gaze looked at You Ming sharply and said, “Really?” 

You Ming smiled bitterly and said, “Do I have a choice?” 

Ye Yuan smiled too. Talking with wise people was effortless. 

“I want you to help me issue a letter of challenge!” Ye Yuan said. 

You Ming’s brows furrowed and he said, “You want to have a battle with Ka Xin? You’re not his match!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Not his match or not, that’s my business. You just have to help me do two things. 

and that will do.” 

You Ming’s expression became intent and he said, “What two things?” 

You Ming discovered that Ye Yuan did not have his blood rushing up to his head at all. He was not 

mindlessly trying to find Ka Xin and take revenge without any plan. 

That indifferent expression of Ye Yuan was clearly him having a well-thought-out plan. 

In fact, even You Ming coming to apologize had also been calculated. 

Ye Yuan had long already thought of everything and was just waiting for him to pay a visit. 

This young man was truly too frightening! 

This move of borrowing power to strike another person actually toyed with the Blood Yama Hall’s 

several major halls in the palm of his hands. It was simply inconceivable. 

Of course, all of this was in view of Ye Yuan’s own powerful strength and potential. Otherwise, those 

two great hall masters were not fools either. How could they possibly be manipulated by Ye Yuan? 

He finally somewhat understood why those two great halls would view this young man in a different 

light and even wanted to defend this young man without balking at falling out with him. 

Ye Yuan took out a small bag of medicinal powder and said, “This packet, let Ka Xin eat it unknowingly. 

This shouldn’t be a difficult thing for your Assassination Hall, right?” 



You Ming’s expression changed and he immediately said, “No way! Although the Blood Yama Hall 

doesn’t fear the City Lord Manor, poisoning the City Lord Manor’s prince to death is a serious matter. I 

can’t promise you!” 

Ye Yuan smiled faintly and said, “Hall Master, you don’t need to be so agitated. This packet of powder 

won’t take his life and it doesn’t affect his strength in the slightest too. He won’t discover that he’s 

poisoned. I’m just leaving myself a way out.” 

You Ming’s brows furrowed and he said, “How do I believe you? What if you borrow a knife to kill 

someone?” 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “I still have another packet here. If you don’t believe me, you can try it. But you 

have to be mentally prepared, this thing is effective toward you too.” 

You Ming was startled inwardly, a hint of dread flashing across his eyes. 

Something that a Two-star Fiend Apothecary refined was actually effective on him too? 

This tiny packet of powder actually was such a great threat! 

One had to know, the medicinal pills that Two-star Fiend Apothecaries refined, the effect on Fiend 

Commanders were negligible, let alone say You Ming, this kind of grand completion realm Fiend 

Commander. 

You Ming knew that Ye Yuan was a very formidable Fiend Apothecary. Saying this was absolutely not in 

order to scare him. 

Only if he went soft in the head would he go and try this thing. 

Although he did not know what effect this thing had, to Ka Xin, it was definitely a fatal thing! 

Seeing You Ming’s expression, Ye Yuan smiled and said, “This packet is just in order to ensure that he 

and I battle under a fair condition. As long as he eats it, absolutely no one will know that it was done by 

you guys.” 

You Ming’s brows knitted tightly. He was silent for quite a while. Suddenly, he nodded and said, “Okay, I 

can promise you! I believe that you won’t do something like digging your own grave! What about the 

second?” 

You Ming thought about it for a little. Ye Yuan borrowing a knife to kill, causing two major forces to 

confront each other, this did not have any benefits. It would put him in a dangerous situation instead. 

Ye Yuan was clearly a very smart person and would not do this kind of stupid thing. 

Ye Yuan smiled and said, “The second thing, ten months later, you personally help me go and issue a 

challenge letter! After a year, I want to fight with Ka Xin to the death!” 

You Ming said, “You’re underestimating Ka Xin too much! His strength is close to invincible in the Fiend 

General Realm! For him to be able to stand out among so many of the Ka Family’s juniors, it isn’t an 

undeserved reputation! You aren’t even Huo En’s match. Could it be that you have the assurance to 

beat Ka Xin within a year?” 



Just now, Ye Yuan himself also said it, this packet of medicinal powder would not affect Ka Xin’s 

strength. 

Then, on what basis would he win against Ka Xin? 

Even though Huo En was a capable subordinate under You Ming and his strength was extraordinary, 

when facing Ka Xin head-on, there was no chance of victory at all. 

Ka Xin’s strength was the number one person in Capone Capital City’s Fiend General Realm! 

This point, no one had any objections. 

Ye Yuan smiled, but he did not speak and did not answer to You Ming’s words. 

You Ming’s eyes narrowed slightly and he said, “Okay, these two conditions, I promise it! But, if the fire 

burns onto the Blood Yama Hall in the end, you know the consequences!” 

Finished talking, You Ming took that packet of powder and left straight away. 

After You Ming left, Ye Yuan went straight into closed-seclusion. 

A year’s time was ten years to Ye Yuan! 

If it were others, ten years would not change too much either. But Ye Yuan could. 

After consuming the Second Transformation Profound Gold Pill, Ye Yuan’s fleshy body directly broke 

through to themiddle-stage second transformation. 

Then, Ye Yuan started refining medicinal pills frenziedly. 

Ten months later in the outside world, Ye Yuan’s divine sea trembled, finally breaking through to the 

late-stage Heaven Glimpse Realm! 

“Uh ... there’s still one year plus, after I consolidate my realm a bit, I should enter the Death Cultivation 

Space to train for a bit,” Ye Yuan murmured. 

... 

You Ming’s arrival caught Ka Xin by great surprise. 

“You’re representing Source Night to issue a challenge letter to me?” A hint of a disdainful smile flashed 

across Ka Xin’s mouth. 

You Ming said coolly, “Yes. He’s afraid that you’ll refuse his challenge, so he requested me to come.” 

Regarding Ka Xin, You Ming did not have any favorable impression too. 

This matter originally had nothing to do with the Assassination Hall. Because of Ka Xin posting a reward, 

it dragged the Assassination Hall right into the water, making him lose a general. 

This result made You Ming very annoyed. 

Therefore, he was actually very unhappy with both Ye Yuan and Ka Xin. If any of them died, his mood 

would be much better. 



This battle was undoubtedly a channel to vent to him. 

Ka Xin laughed loudly and said, “Refuse? Why would I refuse? Hahaha, a fool who overestimates his own 

strength, delivering himself to the door to seek death. This prince is more than happy. Looks like this ten 

month’s time, his strength had a breakthrough!” 

Ka Xin was not afraid of challenges. On the contrary, he had already not received a challenge for very 

long. 

His identity of a prince was not simply inherited but was piled up by countless fresh blood! 

The fiend race did not restrict challenges. The City Lord Manor’s prince was also no exception! 

Wanting to become the City Lord Manor’s prince, one had to accept the challenges from all parties. 

Ka Xin was not a silkpants leading a comfortable life, but a true powerhouse! 

Of course, not anybody could challenge Ka Xin. He had the right to refuse. 

It was precisely because of this that Ye Yuan requested You Ming to step forward to apply pressure. 

Ye Yuan was expressing an attitude: the matter of you hiring people to kill me, I already know. The 

grudge between us is already irreconcilable and can only be resolved with a fight! 

This was the simplest and most crude way to resolve problems in the fiend race! 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1496: King of Blood Battle 

The Blood Battle Stage was a killing field, just like an underground boxing city. 

The Blood Yama Hall had hauled in no idea how much money by relying on it. 

Every day, hundreds and thousands of life-and-death battles had taken place here. 

The aristocrats gambled here to seek amusement, the boxers earned money here with their lives. 

Of course, there were also quite a few nobles who would personally take the field and fight, to hone 

themselves. 

Some people died in battle just like that; while others carved out a bloody path. 

Ka Xin was one of them! 

In Capone Capital City’s Blood Battle Stage, Ka Xin was still a legend to this day. 

Back then, when Ka Xin was not a prince yet, his reputation was not illustrious among his many brothers. 

However, he was very ruthless to himself. 

He came to the Blood Battle Stage alone by himself without even bringing along a guard, and he became 

a blood fighter. 

Blood fighters were existences for people’s enjoyment. 
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They engaged in life-and-death struggles on the Blood Battle Stage every day, while the nobles gambled 

exorbitant amounts on the grandstand. 

Since then, Ka Xin started his path of heaven-defying rise. 

It was also this Blood Battle Stage that excavated his terrifying combat talent. 

At first, Ka Xin’s dozen over battles in a row were all close shaves. 

Each time, he would barely manage to escape with his life from under his opponent’s hands. 

Virtually everyone all thought that he would not live long. 

However, one battle after another, his improvement speed was rapid until it made people despair. 

Ten years later, Ka Xin defeated countless powerhouse adversaries, sweeping across same-rank 

opponents. 

From the earlier bitter fights to virtually having no opponent capable of lasting one exchange with him! 

Experiencing countless life-and-death battles, Ka Xin’s strength advanced by leaps and bounds, daunting 

until it made his opponents despair. 

However, this was not the end. 

After that, the Ka Xin who was already the Blood Battle Stage’s king started jumping realms to challenge 

his opponents! 

This crazed action made everyone all think that he was seeking death. 

But he did not die. His name lived for a hundred years on the ring. 

All the way until one day, no one dared to fight him anymore! 

Starting from no idea when, Ka Xin had not lost before. 

Later, the Blood Battle Stage looked over the records before discovering that Ka Xin had already won 

800 over matches in a row! 

One had to know that in this place where experts were plentiful as clouds, even winning a hundred 

matches in a row was an extremely extravagant matter. 

But Ka Xin won 800 over matches in a row! 

Furthermore, his opponents were virtually all powerhouses who were all a minor realm higher than him! 

From then, Ka Xin had a nickname: the King of Blood Battle. 

This was a legend! 

The respect of Fan Yu and the rest toward Ka Xin was not because he was the City Lord Manor’s prince, 

but because they feared his strength! 

They were very strong too, but they were absolutely not as crazy as Ka Xin. 



The news of the ‘King of Blood Battle’ re-emerging immediately ignited the Blood Battle Stage, making 

everyone seethe. 

‘Source Night’ this name had merely just circulated among the upper echelons of Capone Capital City. 

But ‘King of Blood Battle’ this name, virtually no one did not know in Capone Capital City. 

Source Night and Ka Xin would be carrying out a life-and-death battle at the Blood Battle Stage. As soon 

as this news spread out, the Blood Battle Stage crazily seized 30 billion low-grade fiend essence stones 

within three days! 

90% of the people all bought the ‘King of Blood Battle’, Ka Xin’s victory. 

Even if Ka Xin’s odds were only 1:1. 

Of course, there were also quite a few speculators who wagered on Ye Yuan. His odds were too 

tempting. 

1:15! 

This was a 15 times profit! 

Once won, then it was a huge profit. 

When the positions just opened, Ye Yuan’s odds were 1:7. 

But in three days, the people who bought Ye Yuan were few and far between. Ye Yuan’s odds also 

soared along with it, surging to 1:15. 

To the Blood Battle Stage, Ye Yuan was an out-and-out newbie. He was completely without any battle 

achievements’ support. 

The odds looked scary, but actually, not many people would go and bet on him at all. 

The higher the odds, it indicated the less optimistic the Blood Battle Stage was about him. 

People who bought Ye Yuan’s victory were all harboring the mentality of a trace of a fluke. 

Even if they bought, they would not buy a lot too. 

At this time, inside a room at the Blood Battle Stage, the Blood Battle Stage’s hall master, Bloodeagle, 

appeared somewhat irritated. 

“You Ming, do you have confidence in this life-and-death battle or not? This position, I was originally not 

planning on opening it. No idea how upstairs is thinking, to actually insist on opening the positions! 

Now, it has staked so high. I already find it hard to dismount the tiger’s back! It’s just a few short day’s 

time and it’s already 30 billion. Most likely, on the closing day, the exposure risk will rise to 100 billion or 

even more! If that Source Night loses, our Blood Battle Stage’s three years of profits will all sink into the 

water!” Bloodeagle said in a solemn voice. 

You Ming said coolly, “This kind of life-and-death battle, not reaching the last moment, who’d know who 

wins or loses?” 



Bloodeagle nearly choked and said, “You Ming, your words are also said too irresponsibly! Ka Xin’s 

strength, you’re all too clear. It can be said to be invincible among the same-rank! The letter of 

challenge was issued by you, don’t you know that Source Night’s strength?” 

You Ming gave Bloodeagle and glance and said coolly, “Bloodeagle, don’t be so agitated. I can only tell 

you that Ye Yuan’s chances of winning are greater than you imagine. As for who wins or loses between 

the two of them, it’s really very hard to predict.” 

From a rational point of view, You Ming really could not see any chance of Ye Yuan winning. 

But, when he recalled that calm expression of Ye Yuan’s, he also felt that Ye Yuan definitely had a plan. 

This kind of contradictory psychology had already lingered in his heart for a year, making him very 

uncomfortable. 

He believed that the other two guys were definitely the same as him. 

Blood Battle Stage’s Bloodeagle was originally just an outsider. But this time, he was dragged down the 

water too. 

The moment the positions opened, he had no way to back down anymore. 

You Ming was also very perplexed why upstairs would want to send this order, making them open the 

positions. 

Honestly speaking, Ye Yuan’s win-rate was really too small. 

Unless, that packet of powder could greatly diminish Ka Xin’s strength. 

However, Ka Xin had already eaten that packet of powder for several months. Right now, there was no 

problem at all, he was still brimming with vigor and vitality. 

This showed that Ye Yuan did not bluff him. That powder really would not affect Ka Xin’s strength. 

You Ming’s attitude made Bloodeagle about to stomp his feet. He roared at You Ming, “Win-rate greater 

than I imagine? You Ming, you’re a dotard, right?! If this Source Night’s realm was more or less the same 

as Ka Xin’s realm, then forget it. But he’s just a middle-rank Fiend General! Even when Ka Xin himself 

was at this realm, it’s also impossible to jump realms and defeat himself, right?” 

You Ming rolled his eyes and said coolly, “It also wasn’t me who made you open the positions, what are 

you yelling at me for?” 

Bloodeagle could not help choking up and immediately shriveled up. 

You Ming gave him a glance and said, “Just three years of profit, it’s also not a big deal. You guys are the 

most profitable hall, it’s merely a little bit that leaked out at the seams of the pants. I reckon that 

upstairs is betting too. You think about it. Once Source Night wins, how much money will you all make!” 

Bloodeagle gave a cold snort and said, “Said it lightly! Your halls only know how to burn money, don’t 

know our pains! I watched Ka Xin grow up with my own eyes. His strength, I’m all too aware. Even if that 

Source Night is a second Ka Xin, it’s also impossible to win him with his realm! These 100 billion essence 

stones will most likely sink into the waters this time!” 



Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1497: Forced Breakthrough? 

On this day, the grandstand of the Blood Battle Stage’s main platform was fully occupied. 

Those martial artists’ faces were all brimming with fanatical expressions. That was worship straight from 

the bottom of the heart. 

The ‘King of Blood Battle’ returning to the Blood Battle Stage, just this one topic was sufficient to drive 

them crazy. 

People who hung around at the Blood Battle Stage every day were all a bunch of fanatic lunatics. 

The fiend race loved fighting, while they were belligerents among belligerents. 

Therefore, they were filled with endless worship towards the ‘King of Blood Battle’. 

Ka Xin was the legend here, the idol that they worshiped the most. 

“Haha, I waited for 200 years. His Highness Ka Xin is finally going to take action once again! This time, it 

will probably be his swan song! I mustn’t miss it!” 

“How much did you bet on His Highness Ka Xin winning?” 

“Heh, I put down all of my assets! This kind of sure-win transaction, what’s there to hesitate about? 

What about you?” 

“I wagered 30 fiend essence stones, this is 80% of my assets! Is the Blood Battle Stage stupid this time? 

This kind of battle, they actually still opened positions!” 

“Who cares! Free money, why not take it!” 

... 

Everyone on the grandstands was incomparably excited. Not only could they watch the swan song battle 

of the King of Blood Battle, but they could also earn money. This kind of good thing, they had never 

encountered it before. 

Regarding Ye Yuan issuing a letter of challenge, this matter, there were naturally people who had 

doubts. 

But after they heard Ye Yuan’s realm, they no longer had doubts. 

Middle-rank Fiend General challenging the King of Blood Battle? 

What was this if not courting death?! 

The grandstand’s second level’s VIP area was also fully occupied. 

Some small family clans’ big shots could only stand at the back row. 

A little smaller and they could only squeeze with the ordinary people outside. 

The four great families’ family heads were imposingly present. 
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Ka Lan was the Ka Family’s present family head, in charge of managing the Ka Family’s affairs. 

Although the Ka Family stayed in the City Lord Manor, they were distinct from the City Lord Manor. 

After Ka Suo, the Ka Family had always been Capone Capital City’s ruler. No one was able to shake this 

position. 

The Ka Family had a flourishing population with countless descendants. Ka Xin was the pinnacle-most 

existence among them. 

“Fan Lin, your Fan Family finally managed to pick up a powerful Fiend Apothecary, but is a complete and 

utter fool! Did your Fan Family bring so many people come to collect his corpse on his behalf?” Ka Lan 

mocked. 

Fan Lin was the Fan Family’s family head. Hearing that, he immediately retorted sarcastically: “Humph! 

The battle hasn’t started yet, who wins or loses is still not known!” 

Ka Lan laughed loudly and said, “I know that this kid’s strength is pretty good, killing Starshine the three 

of them by himself. But Ka Xin’s strength, you all are well aware. No matter how impressive this kid is, 

he can’t flip the heavens too!” 

Fan Lin defended himself with sophistry, “It’s not too late for you to come and brag after Ka Xin wins!” 

Ka Lan laughed loudly and said, “Very well, very well, when Ka Xin pummels that brat into minced meat, 

I’ll come and brag again! Hahaha ...” 

Fan Lin had a livid look, gave a cold snort, and did not talk anymore. 

He really could not find a reason to believe that Ye Yuan could win this fight. 

Originally found an extremely powerful Two-star fiend apothecary, Fan Lin was excited until he could 

not sleep for quite a few days. 

But he had yet to enjoy a few days of bliss and it was going to be over. 

“Li Ji, your relationship with Source Night is the best. You say, does he have hopes of winning or not?” 

Fan Lin asked Li Ji softly. 

Li Ji’s expression was very ugly. She shook her head, but she did not know what she should say. 

When Ye Yuan issued the letter of challenge, he definitely did not know how terrifying Ka Xin was. 

The title of ‘King of Blood Battle’, that was slaughtered out by him match after match! 

She completely did not think that Ye Yuan would go and issue a letter of challenge to Ka Xin. If she knew, 

she definitely would not have allowed this thing to happen. 

Now, a shot arrow could not be recalled already. 

At this time, the Blood Battle Stage’s referee walked to the center of the ring and said in a clear voice, 

“Today this battle, the two parties involved, one party is known as the ‘King of Blood Battle’, His 

Highness Ka Xin. While the other party is the Fan Family’s special-grade retainer, Source Night! Two 



months ago, Source Night issued a letter of challenge to His Highness Ka Xin. This battle will continue 

until life and death are determined!” 

The moment the referee’s voice faded, momentous and tidal-like roars sounded out on the grandstands. 

“Long live His Highness Ka Xin! Kill that fool who overestimates his own ability!” 

“The Kind of Blood Battle is mighty! The Kind of Blood Battle is mighty!” 

“Your Highness Ka Xin, I love you!” 

... 

Although Ka Xin had not taken action for 200 years, his popularity in the Blood Battle Stage was still 

exceedingly high. 

Those who worshiped him were not just male martial artists. There were also large groups of female 

martial artists as well as noble ladies. 

They did not stint with their worshiping feelings in the slightest, with three cheers for Ka Xin. 

As for Ye Yuan, he was already a dead man in their eyes long ago. 

Over 200 years ago, Ka Xin could only insta-kill those in the same-rank. His current strength was 

definitely even more unfathomable. 

“Now, the ‘King of Blood Battle’, Your Highness Ka Xin, please take the field!” called out the referee in a 

clear voice. 

The moment his voice faded, screams sounded out all-round. 

The Ka Xin in white robes slowly walked out of the passageway, carrying overweeningly arrogant 

domineeringness. 

This kind of feeling had not been seen for ages! 

The deafening cheers did not make Ka Xin have a feeling of his hot blood boiling. On the contrary, he 

was frighteningly calm right now. 

Upon standing in the ring, he seemingly returned to when he took the stage on the Blood Battle Stage 

again. 

At present, his strength was no longer comparable with the past. 

But upon standing here, his cold-blood state immediately returned to his body. 

In this place, he would not underestimate any opponent. 

Countless times of life-and-death struggles made him understand that underestimating one’s opponent 

any one time would become a lurking peril of death. 

“Sir Source Night, please appear on the stage!” 

In the passageway, the Ye Yuan in black robes slowly came out. 



Ye Yuan’s appearance immediately caused a stir. 

“Wasn’t it said that Source Night was a middle-rank Fiend General? How did he become a high-rank 

Fiend General?” 

“It’s just a year’s time and he broke through?” 

“No wonder he dared to challenge His Highness Ka Xin. Looks like he still has some skill!” 

“Hehe, it’s just that breaking through is useless too! His Highness Ka Xin is already half-step Fiend 

Commander Realm. He can break through to become a Fiend Commander at any time! He’s still dead!” 

... 

The news that spread previously, Ye Yuan was just a middle-rank Fiend General. But when Ye Yuan 

appeared in front of everyone, his aura was already much stronger, already a high-rank Fiend General 

just like that! 

Inside a secret private room, You Ming saw that Ye Yuan broke through his realm, but his brows 

furrowed. 

“This kid actually forcefully broke through his realm! Looks like we all overestimated him!” You Ming 

said with a sigh. 

The expression of the Bloodeagle by the side changed and he said, “It’s over! The positions opened this 

time are too big. Three years of profit is going to sink into the water!” 

When Ka Xin saw Ye Yuan, he was surprised for a while first. Very soon, his face revealed a mocking look. 

“I didn’t expect that you actually forcefully broke through your realm for this challenge. Huhu, do you 

think that by breaking through a minor realm, you can kill me?” Ka Xin said with an amused look as he 

smiled. 

To genius martial artists, forcefully breaking through realms was a great taboo. It would cause one’s 

foundation to become unstable. 

Ka Xin, Qin Tian, these geniuses, their cultivation speed were all very fast, but they had to suppress their 

realms and not let their realm increase too quickly. It was in order to retain potential to the greatest 

limit. 

But Ye Yuan actually forcefully broke through his realm for this battle today. This would cause his 

foundation to be unstable. 

Although his strength increased, it was a time-bomb. 

Perhaps, it would explode at any time. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1498: Iron Wire True Fiend Punch 

Ka Xin pointed at the cheering crowd and said proudly, “Do you think that only you can jump realms to 

battle? Listen to their cheers. This is what I exchanged for using one victory after another!” 
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Ye Yuan looked at him and said with a smile, “I know, 800 over matches of consecutive wins. It’s no big 

deal. In the past, nobody ended your winning streak. But it doesn’t mean that right now, there isn’t.” 

A mere 800 over matches of consecutive wins were nothing in Ye Yuan’s eyes. 

Back then, he won several thousand matches in a row in Cloudmarsh City, seeking but one defeat and 

not getting it. 

That was the feeling of seeking defeat amidst loneliness. 

The things that Ka Xin had felt before, he felt before. The things that Ka Xin never felt before, he had 

similarly felt before. 

He acknowledged that Ka Xin was a powerful opponent, but he was even more confident in himself! 

However, Ye Yuan’s words immediately caused a mighty uproar. 

“What did he say? Over 800 matches of consecutive wins is nothing? Huhu, what a riot!” 

“He’s talking big to impress people here! Ignorant fool, when he witnesses the King of Blood Battle’s 

terrifying strength, he’ll know what over 800 matches mean!” 

“Shameless boasting! A pretty boy like him will be dead in less than three days going onto the Blood 

Battle Stage.” 

“He actually dares to insult my idol! A mere high-rank Fiend General, truly unbelievably arrogant!” 

... 

Ye Yuan’s words had another feeling when others heard them. 

Overestimating your own ability, ignorant of the immensity of heaven and earth. In general, it was what 

these people thought of Ye Yuan. 

Ka Xin was the undefeated god of war in their hearts, so how could he possibly lose to such an unusual 

fellow? 

Ka Xin laughed loudly when he heard that and said, “Haha, perhaps there’s someone capable of ending 

my winning streak, but that person definitely isn’t you. Regarding your action of seeking death, I admire 

it very much!” 

Ye Yuan said coolly, “Whether or not it’s seeking death, you’ll know right away.” 

Seeing the gunpowder smell gradually became thicker, the referee spoke up in a timely manner, “Since 

both of you parties have agreed upon life-and-death, this battle isn’t limited to any means. As long as 

you can kill your opponent, it will do. Now, the battle begins!” 

Finished talking, the referee withdrew from the main ring. The protective grand array activated. A wave 

of fanaticism was set off on the grandstands once more. 

“Attack, King of Blood Battle! Kill that pretty boy!” 

“Your Highness Ka Xin, let us have a taste of the style of the King of Blood Battle again!” 



“Kill, kill, kill! Beat him into scraps!” 

... 

The cheering sounds were louder one wave after another. 

The entire Blood Battle Stage was virtually supporting Ka Xin one-sidedly. 

As for Ye Yuan, probably only the Fan Family would cheer him on. 

“Heh heh, nobody has dared to challenge me for 200 years! Got to admit, you’re very courageous. In 

order to reward your courage, I’ll blast you until not even residue remains!” 

Ka Xin laughed ferociously, the aura on his entire body suddenly changed. 

That image of an elegant and poised prince was immediately gone. 

What was standing on the ring right now was a vicious wolf, full of a dangerous aura from top to 

bottom. 

Fiendish energy surged on Ka Xin’s body. On a pair of divine artifact gloves, two black-colored virtual 

images of a fist condensed and formed. 

Ye Yuan’s gaze turned intent, the fiendish energy within his body also secretly revolved, taking 

precautions. 

Bloodeagle’s expression changed and he said in a solemn voice, “The moment he came up and it’s the 

Iron Wire True Fiend Punch? That boy is in danger! Back then, when he was still only initial-rank Fiend 

General, he used this move and unleashed 300 punches in a row, forcefully smashing a middle-rank 

Fiend General into minced meat! From start to end, that middle-rank Fiend General never made a single 

move! And that middle-rank Fiend General already won 86 matches in a row at that time!” 

Regarding Ka Xin’s past, Bloodeagle could speak on it with great familiarity. 

To be able to make the Blood Battle Stage’s hall master pay such attention, Ka Xin’s prowess back then 

could be seen at a glance. 

You Ming’s eyes narrowed slightly and he said, “Looks like he’s going to compete in speed with Source 

Night! Ka Xin this lad is still so domineering! Wonder whether or not Source Night this brat can block or 

not.” 

You Ming naturally knew that Ye Yuan’s sword art was adept at speed. 

Ka Xin’s move was going to compete in Ye Yuan’s strength with him! 

Weren’t you fast? 

I’ll use speed to beat you! 

“Mn? This stance ... it’s the Iron Wire True Fiend Punch! Haha, truly a move that hasn’t been seen for a 

long time!” 

“His Highness Ka Xin did a big move the moment he came up! This punk is pitiable!” 



“Back then, the Da Meng who was known as the ‘Iron Butcher’ was forcefully bombarded to death by 

His Highness Ka Xin and didn’t even make a single move! Let us guess how many punches this kid can 

block? Hahaha!” 

... 

The moment these words came out, everyone started guessing one after another. 

Some said three punches, some said ten punches, some said one punch. 

All in all, no one was optimistic about Ye Yuan at all. 

Swoosh! 

Right then, Ka Xin moved! 

From silence to moving, it was extremely sudden. 

Even if everyone was prepared, they also felt that their reaction was somewhat lagging behind. 

At virtually the same time, Ye Yuan moved too! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Right after, a series of detonating sounds transmitted over. 

The vast majority of the people on the grandstands could not see the two people’s fight at all. They only 

saw the black fist images filling the air everywhere. 

Those were the fist images of the Iron Wire True Fiend Punch! 

However, they could not see Ye Yuan draw his sword at all! 

Very clearly, Ye Yuan was being completely suppressed. 

Those dense fist images made people practically about to suffocate. 

Separated by the protective grand array, they could feel that horrifying laws undulation. 

“So strong! This is the strength of the King of Blood Battle!” 

“His Highness Ka Xin’s present strength completely can’t be mentioned in the same breath as back 

then!” 

“Speed, strength, power of laws, all have gone up several steps! I feel that his strength is also not much 

worse compared to initial-rank Fiend Commanders, right?” 

... 

The people forgot to cheer for a moment. It was exclamations everywhere on the stands. 

Under the fist images, Ye Yuan appeared very flustered. 

Ever since comprehending Chasing Moon to grand completion, there were virtually not many people 

capable of keeping up with his speed. 



But after Ka Xin’s Iron Wire True Fiend Punch was unleashed, it was like a motor that never rests, unable 

to stop at all! 

Over a dozen breaths of time, Ka Xin already unleashed several hundred punches, each punch faster 

than the last! 

Ye Yuan had just dodged a punch and the next punch arrived with a howl. 

He did not have time to draw his sword at all. Just a fraction slower and he would be swept by the fist 

winds. 

Currently, Ye Yuan’s vital energy and blood were erratic. Although he barely managed to dodge these 

hundreds of punches, the undulations of power of laws suffused everywhere in the air still caused 

considerable damage to him. 

Ka Xin’s might was somewhat out of expectations! 

“No, wait, he’s building up fist momentum! Can’t drag on like this with him anymore! His realm far 

surpasses mine, his explosive power is much stronger than mine!” 

If it were others, such high intensity moves, the fist momentum should get weaker and weaker. 

But Ka Xin’s fist was clearly one punch stronger than the other. 

His fist winds already gradually caught up with Ye Yuan’s movement technique. 

At this rate, Ye Yuan would lose without a doubt! 

“Sundering Stars!” 

Ye Yuan did not even turn his head back, the Evil Extermination Sword chopping out like lightning. 

Boom! 

Two power of laws collided together vigorously at close range. 

Ye Yuan spurted fresh blood wildly, figure slamming onto the protective grand array like a straight line. 

While Ka Xin’s Iron Wire True Fiend Punch finally stopped because of this chopping move. 

“Haha, with this bit of strength, he also dares to challenge His Highness Ka Xin! Really tired of living!” 

“Ignorant fool! Now, he knows the strength of the King of Blood Battle, right?” 

“Hey, is he dead? Not dead, quickly stand up and carry on letting His Highness Ka Xin abuse!” 

... 

On the stand, a wave of intense cheering erupted. 

No one had sympathy for Ye Yuan. 

On the Blood Battle Stage, only the victor would obtain applause and admiration. 

Losers, no one had sympathy! 



In their view, Ye Yuan challenging His Highness Ka Xin was totally overestimating his own ability. 

Bloodeagle secretly heaved a sigh in relief. He was nervous just now until his palm broke out in a sweat, 

thinking that Ye Yuan was dead for sure. 

He did not expect that Ye Yuan actually pulled through. 

“Heh, this kid has such incredible insight! A little bit later and he’d be defeated,” Bloodeagle said. 

You Ming said, “Breaking the fist momentum at the risk of getting injured, this kid is still very daring and 

resolute. It’s just that, the speed which he relies on to face his enemies is utterly restricted. Truly can’t 

see the chances of winning!” 

At this time, You Ming already fully confirmed that that packet of powder indeed did not affect Ka Xin’s 

strength. Then what on earth was its effect? 

Ye Yuan racked his brains, could it be that it was doing pointless endeavors? 

“Don’t you still have an even faster move? Why didn’t you use it? Heh heh, let me see just how fast you 

are,” Ka Xin said with a satisfied look. 

Ye Yuan secretly revolved the Tyrant Dragon Regeneration Art to recover his injuries. A cold light 

appeared in his eyes and he said in a cold voice, “As you wish!” 

All of a sudden, Ye Yuan’s figure disappeared. 

Those on the grandstands whose strength did not reach Fiend Commander Realm could not see Ye 

Yuan’s shadow at all. 

It was as if Ye Yuan disappeared into thin air! 

“Where is he? Why is he gone?” 

“Could it be fast until we can’t see? This ... is also too fast, right?!” 

“A high-rank Fiend General can actually be swift to this kind of degree? No wonder he dared to 

challenge His Highness Ka Xin. He really has some ability!” 

“Heh, it’s no use! The King of Blood Battle is undefeatable! This kid is hard-pressed to escape death!” 

... 

When Ka Xin saw this scene, his expression could not help turning intent! 

Even faster! 

Compared to facing off with Starshine they all the last time, the speed of Ye Yuan’s Phantom Kill move 

was much faster again! 

Last time, he could still see Ye Yuan’s figure clearly. But this time, with his visual prowess, he actually 

only saw a blurry shadow. 

How could the improvement be so great in a year’s time? 



Not only breaking through a minor realm, the power of laws even improved further too! 

The Blood Battle Stage’s grandstands actually had a total of three levels. 

However, the third level’s grandstand was never open to the public. 

This was a secret room. The outside world could not perceive it at all. 

Inside this room, a man and a woman, two figures, were currently staring at the ring below. 

The woman was very beautiful. Even if just standing there, she gave people a bewitching sensation. 

If Ye Yuan was here, he would be able to recognize that this woman was precisely the Yi Han who 

received him at the Hundred Knows Hall! 

When Yi Han saw Ye Yuan use Phantom Kill, a trace of amazement was revealed in her gaze, and she 

said to the man beside her: “What terrifying talent. He actually drew parallels from inference, 

comprehending spatial laws through Sword Dao laws!” 

The man’s face also revealed a shocked expression and said, “No wonder he can be selected by you. This 

boy’s talent is indeed astonishing! Drawing parallels from inference, this requires one’s utilization of 

Sword Dao laws to reach the acme of perfection before they can accomplish it. His power of laws isn’t 

strong. What is strong lies with putting it to use!” 

When people cultivated the power of laws, they only knew to cultivate the strength of the power of 

laws. But extremely few people practiced application of the power of laws. 

No matter how strong the power of laws, if one did not know how to apply it, it was like a child swinging 

a broadsword; unable to unleash the true might of the power of laws. 

The way of application was similarly divided into realms: first glimpse at the door, achieving mastery 

through comprehensive study, unity of mind, as well as the most fleeting and ephemeral, acme of 

perfection[1]! 

Ye Yuan had always been able to defeat the strong as the weak. The reason lied in his realm of 

application. 

To the vast majority of martial artists, they pursued the realm of laws blindly but neglected the 

application of laws. Hence, they stopped at the first glimpse at the door. 

A minority of martial artists who fought in more actual combats, they could reach the realm of achieving 

mastery through comprehensive study. 

An extremely small portion of the people was able to cultivate to the extent of unity of mind through 

countless battles. 

As for the realm of acme of perfection, those who could reach it were like feathers of a phoenix and the 

horn of a Qilin. 

On one hand, it hinged on talent. On the other hand, it also depended on how much a person’s actual 

combat experience was. 



Of course, very few people spent their energy to go and practice the way of application. Because this 

required expending a large amount of time, with the losses outweighing the gains. 

Once they missed the golden period of cultivation, it would be very hard for their realm to want to break 

through. 

When Ye Yuan was at the Sword Tomb, he could be said to have been subjected to all kinds of torment 

before he comprehended Sword Dao laws. Not because he was a masochist, but because he was 

experiencing each sword’s true essence, experiencing the way of application! 

Therefore, he was able to trigger the resonance of all of the swords! 

Ye Yuan’s Sword Dao laws power advanced very slowly. Not because his comprehension was poor, but 

because he spent a great deal of time on the way of application. 

Leaving the Sword Tomb, Ye Yuan currently had the Death Cultivation Space. 

There, he could feel the inadequacies of his sword art even more distinctly. 

For him to be able to kill his way out of the Death Cultivation Space time after time and never failing, 

what it relied on was not a fluke. 

After Ye Yuan broke through to late-stage Heaven Glimpse and entered the Death Cultivation Space 

several times, he finally trained the way of application to the acme of perfection realm. 

And this time, during the time Ye Yuan was in the Death Cultivation Space, when he urged Phantom Kill 

to the limits, his mind suddenly became more agile as luck hit, comprehending a trace of spatial law 

power! 

After this trace of spatial law power merged into his movement technique, it made Phantom Kill this 

move become even more illusionary and abstruse. 

Even with Ka Xin’s strength, he found it hard to capture his figure. 

Ka Xin’s expression changed. He discovered that he actually could not keep up with Ye Yuan’s speed 

anymore! 

He only said a sentence provocatively just now, wanting Ye Yuan to exhibit Phantom Kill, but did not 

expect that what he saw was actually the Phantom Kill after evolution! 

“Brahma True Fiend Dharma Idol! Protect me!” 

Ka Xin gave a fierce cry, his fiendish energy surging. A true fiend dharma idol condensed behind him! 

The true fiend dharma idol lied prostrated on the ground and actually protected Ka Xin’s entire person 

firmly in the middle. 

Then the entire space exploded! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

Everyone could only see Ye Yuan’s figure and only saw that the true fiend dharma idol’s body was 

bombarded countless times within an extremely short time! 



Bang! 

Following a huge bang, the true fiend dharma idol dissipated with a loud bang. Ka Xin’s body flew out 

backward. 

While at this time, Ye Yuan’s figure also revealed himself, appearing rather ragged. 

Although his realm broke through, Phantom Kill’s power became greater. The consumption of divine 

essence also became much greater. 

It was also just him. If it were others, they were completely unable to support Phantom Kill this move 

while being in the same realm. 

On the grandstands, it was deathly quiet. 

They were all stunned by this scene! 

Their King of Blood Battle was actually struck flying by someone? 

Furthermore, the one who sent him flying was merely just a high-rank Fiend General! 

In Capone Capital City, nobody had ever thought that they could jump realms to defeat Ka Xin before. 

But Ye Yuan did it! 

[1] Honestly, these aren’t important, they don’t really show up again. 

Unrivaled Medicine God 

Chapter 1500: True Fiend Mantle VS Daybreak! 

“Is my eyesight failing? His Highness Ka Xin was actually defeated?” 

“This Source Night ... is so strong! Really too strong!” 

“He’s just a high-rank Fiend General, to actually be able to defeat the half-step Fiend Commander His 

Highness Ka Xin!” 

“His Highness Ka Xin has basically been all jumping realms to battle after ten years at the Blood Battle 

Stage! Today, he was actually defeated by someone jumping realms. This ... This is too inconceivable!” 

... 

The momentous and tidal-like yelling disappeared. What replaced it was a series of exclamations. 

Those fanatical supporters of Ka Xin suddenly became confused. 

What they saw was an idol suddenly collapsing. 

They finally knew that Ye Yuan was not a fool seeking his death. He was really impressive! 

“Hahaha, Ka Lan, didn’t you say that Ka Xin will pummel him into minced meat? Didn’t you want to 

brag? Why don’t you boast now!” 

When Fan Lin saw this scene, he could not resist speaking sarcastically. 
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Ka Lan’s expression was ugly to the extreme. He gave a cold snort and said, “It’s not over yet! How many 

times do you think that kid can use this move?” 

Fan Lin said smugly, “Heh, just need to be able to use once more will suffice! You look at Ka Xin’s state. 

Can he still resist a second time?” 

At this time, the fiendish energy on Ka Xin’s body had dissipated significantly. 

This Phantom Kill move of Ye Yuan’s was too ruthless. The Brahma True Fiend Dharma Idol blocked the 

majority of the power, but it still made him sustain heavy injuries. 

Compared to Ye Yuan’s injuries earlier, his was much more severe. 

Ka Xin crawled up from the ground rather difficultly, his gaze looking over toward Ye Yuan coldly. 

Until now, he still did not dare to believe it. A year’s time, how could Ye Yuan improve so quickly? 

He was previously still mocking Ye Yuan forcefully breaking through realm. Looking at it now, it was 

completely not the case! 

Not only did Ye Yuan break through to become a high-rank Fiend General for real, furthermore, his 

realm was also already consolidated very solidly, without the slightest trace of instability. 

“Good, very good! Source Night, to be able to force this prince to this extent, you can be sufficiently 

proud of yourself! If my conjectures are right, that move just now, you can only attack once more, 

right?” Ka Xin said with a dark expression. 

Ye Yuan looked at him and said coolly, “So what if yes, so what if not?” 

Ka Xin snorted coldly and said, “Whether yes or not, you can’t escape death! True Fiend Mantle, 

Magnificent Devilish Heaven!” 

Rumble ... 

An enormous true fiend phantom condensed and formed above Ka Xin’s head. 

Countless heaven and earth spiritual energy gathered over here. 

The terrifying true fiend pressure made everyone somewhat breathless. 

“It’s True Fiend Devil Soul Mantle! My God! His Higness Ka Xin is actually already able to summon the 

true fiend devil soul!” 

“Devil soul mantle! Not only can it let fiend essence instantly recover, furthermore, one can cast 

numerous ancient forbidden moves, its power being incomparably terrifying!” 

“Really didn’t expect that His Highness Ka Xin still had such a trump card! With this, Source Night is in 

danger!” 

“This Source Night’s talent is indeed terrifying, even surpassing His Highness Ka Xin! It’s too bad, his 

realm is too low. Ultimately, it’s difficult to escape death!” 

... 



The moment Ka Xin’s move was unleashed, everyone got a huge shock. 

Summoning true fiend devil soul, this was a unique secret art of the fiend race; exceedingly difficult to 

master. 

Those able to summon true fiend mantle were all peak geniuses of the fiend race. 

Seeing this scene, Bloodeagle whose expression had just taken a turn for the better immediately 

changed drastically and said, “It’s over, it’s over! Still thought that it’s a big win this time. Didn’t expect 

that Ka Xin this boy can actually summon the true fiend devil soul already!” 

You Ming frowned and said, “Looks like the victory has been decided!” 

On the third level stands, the man who had both brows tightly knitted the whole time finally eased up, 

and said with a faint smile, “Looks like he isn’t Ka Xin’s match in the end! Such talent, what a shame!” 

Yi Han’s face also revealed a look of surprise, but she smiled and said, “Congratulations, City Lord Ka 

Long, for having a worthy successor! This Source Night is a promising talent. Looks like ... It was too 

hasty.” 

This man was actually Capone Capital City’s city lord, Ka Long! 

Look at Yi Han’s tone when speaking with him, they were actually on equal footings. 

Ka Long smiled when he heard that and said, “Looks like you have no other choice as well!” 

Yi Han smiled but did not say anything. 

At this time, the true fiend devil soul on top of Ka Xin’s head slowly landed and actually fused into his 

body. 

For some time, fiendish energy surged monstrously! 

Ka Xin slowly opened both eyes, his eyes pitch-black. 

“Hahaha, what powerful strength! Really makes my hot blood boil! Source Night, I admit that you’re 

very strong! But you still have to die! Heavenly Fiend Hidden Art, Boundless Devil Shadow! Iron Wire 

True Fiend Punch!” 

Ka Xin gave a fierce cry, his figure suddenly vanishing on the spot! 

He was actually the same as Ye Yuan, vanishing from everyone’s line of sight! 

“Phantom Kill!” 

At the same time, Ye Yuan gave a light cry, his figure likewise disappearing! 

Bang! Bang! Bang! 

On the ring, terrifying bombardment sounds came over. 

Two terrifying power of laws clashed in the ring. 

However, no one could see their figures at all. 



The two people seemed to have disappeared into thin air. Only that intense tremor sound made it clear 

to all about these two people’s existence. 

Although they could not see, everyone felt like they were about to suffocate. 

These two people’s strengths were too formidable, virtually already reached the limits that Fiend 

General Realm could achieve! 

“This ... Just who is dominating? Can’t see at all!” 

“Is there still a need to say? It must be His Highness Ka Xin! He’s cloaking on the true fiend, fiend 

essence being supplied endlessly. Furthermore, there’s the true fiend secret art, his speed can already 

catch up to Source Night’s! This battle is already without suspense!” 

“Lucky, lucky! I wagered all of my assets on His Highness Ka Xin to win. Didn’t expect that this Source 

Night was actually a major dark horse, almost causing me to lose all of my net worth!” 

“Heh, who isn’t! That move of Source Night’s is really strong. It’s just too bad that he can only sustain for 

a short while.” 

... 

Everyone only saw bombarding sounds coming from the corners of the ring continuously, determining 

their positions with this. 

It was just that how the battle situation was, nobody knew as well. 

In a twinkle, several dozen breaths passed. 

On the battlefield, a quiet voice faintly transmitted over. 

“Daybreak!” 

There was a violent explosion sound, blowing up the entire ring’s floor. Dust and smoke were flying 

everywhere. 

Finally, that violent fighting sound ceased. 

The dust and smoke dispersed. Two extremely wretched figures appeared in front of everyone. 

Ye Yuan panted heavily for air, his complexion incomparably pale. There was no idea how many injuries 

sustained on his body, blood flowing non-stop. 

However, Ka Xin’s situation was even worse than his! 

Ka Xin’s true fiend devil soul was already utterly dispersed by Ye Yuan, his fleshy body virtually having 

more than half shaved off by Ye Yuan, looking incomparably devastating. 

Ka Xin’s gaze stared fixedly at Ye Yuan, gnashing his teeth in hatred as he said, “You ... actually still had a 

trump card to play!” 

Ye Yuan’s trump card was the Chaos Heaven Opening Sword Art’s third form: Daybreak! 

This move broke myriad moves under the heavens! 



Under the state of Phantom Kill, Ye Yuan unleashing this move directly shattered his true fiend devil 

soul. 

Ye Yuan grinned and said, “I said this before, your winning streaks are nothing. That’s because ... you 

never encountered me!” 

“Haha ...” 

Ka Xin suddenly laughed wildly non-stop, looked at Ye Yuan, and said with pity, “Do you think that it’s 

over just like this? Since I can’t kill you at Fiend General Realm, then ... I’ll use Fiend Commander Realm 

to kill you!” 


